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Critiquers:
  

Sue Golubock, M.Ed., OTR/L (Retired Occupational Therapist, Autistic & Co-organizer 
of the adult Autistic/Asperger’s support group at which I learned about Autism) 

Confirmed, to the best of her knowledge, the accuracy of all information pertaining to the 
scientific and clinical understanding of Autism and its effects on Autistics. 
 
Dr. Bryan K. Woodruff, MD (Neurologist who has a personal interest in the Autistic 
community) 

Confirmed, to the best of his knowledge, the accuracy of all information pertaining to 
human neurology.  He also confirmed, to the best of his knowledge, all information 
pertaining to the unique aspects of Autistic neurology. 
 
Toni Page (Church secretary extraordinaire at our church, Covenant of Grace Christian 
Fellowship, who has been very supportive of my self-Advocacy activities) 

Proof all material for spelling and grammar errors, as well as suggesting changes that 
would improve the chances that my material would get the message across to the 
audience, especially went dealing with issue of frustration with the “establishment.” 
 
Beth Koval, RN, BSN (Psychiatric RN, former Singles Director at the church we first met 
at, former facilitator of New Wine [see Mama Betty & Papa Joe] and personal confidante) 

Confirmed, to the best of her knowledge, the accuracy of all information pertaining to 
psychology.  My original reason for wanting her assistance was to help carry some of the 
load that this project put on Toni, then it finally hit me that her two years of experience as 
a psychiatric nurse would give her credentials to critique psychology related material. 

***ALL CRITIQUERS WERE GIVEN FULL VETO POWER OVER ALL INFORMATION 
IN THIS OUTLINE PERTAINING TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL EXPERTISE. 

HOWEVER, THIS DOES NOT NECESSARILY MEAN THAT THEY ARE IN 100% 
AGREEMENT WITH 100% OF MY THEORIES AND CONCLUSIONS*** 

 
Pre-  
Diagnosis 
Supporters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALL of My Parents (I was adopted for reasons that had nothing to do with my Autism.  
Including foster parents, I have 3 sets of each, plus step parents.) 

Trying to raise a child with special needs that the professional community did not even 
know existed at the time was no small task.  Of course they made mistakes, who would 
not under such circumstances.  Nevertheless, they did love me and have always done 
what they sincerely believed was in my best interest. 
 
ALMOST ALL of My Teachers, Councilors, Therapists, etc. (Does not include the 
quack therapist in Evergreen, Colorado, USA) 

Trying to educate a child with specially needs that they did not even know existed at the 
time was no small task.  Of course they made mistakes, who would not under such 
circumstances.  Nevertheless, they did try their best and did mean well. 

To the quack therapist in Evergreen, Colorado, USA, I forgive you. 
 
Mama Betty & Papa Joe (Co-directors of New Wine, a Biblically based general 
purpose 12 Step program at Word of Grace Church, Mesa, Arizona, USA.  A separate 
New Wine held meetings at Covenant of Grace Christian Fellowship, Phoenix, Arizona, 
USA.) 

I made great strides in developing as an adult in the program during the early 1990’s, in 
spite of the fact that I did not know about my Autism nor how it was undermining my life. 
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Since 
Diagnosis 
Supporters 

Once I was diagnosed, I was able to apply these principles far better than ever before. 
When combined with what I learned about the unique struggles of Autism, these 12 
Step principles, I was able to develop solutions to the day-to-day struggles of Autism 
that other members of the group never thought of before.  This included members who 
had been diagnosed years before me. 
 
Ron D. (My former New Wine Sponsor, the 12 Step term for a mentor) 

Never gave up on me, no matter how many times I ignored his wisdom and created 
messes that I did not know how to clean up. 
 
All the other member of New Wine (Both at Word of Grace and Covenant of Grace) 
 
Lisa Ratan (Director, Early Childhood Department, Word of Grace) 

The insights into early childhood development that I learned while serving under her 
leadership has proven instrumental for me when trying to problem solve, for Autistic and 
non-Autistic children alike. 
 
Sue Golubock, M.Ed., OTR/L (Retired Occupational Therapist, Autistic & Co-organizer 
of the adult Autistic/Asperger’s support group at which I learned about Autism) 

I know that I have already acknowledged her as one of my critiquers, but this book 
could not have been started without the knowledge that she continues to implant into 
me today.  
 
Tara Marshall, BA, SLPA (Speech Language Pathology Assistant, Autistic & Co-
organizer of the adult Autistic/Asperger’s support group at which I learned about 
Autism) 

During the first year after I was diagnosed, Sue Golubock was only able to attend about 
half of our monthly meetings due to numerous scheduling conflicts, usually involved her 
being asked to speak at a number of conferences and other support groups.  It was 
during this time that Tara was the #1 Autism expert I could turn to for answers.  
Although her recent increased involvement with political activism has made her less 
available between meetings, much of which is non-Autism related, she has definitely 
made a positive impact on my life. 
 
Dr. Bryan K. Woodruff, MD (Neurologist who has a personal interest in the Autistic 
community) 

Another critiquer who deserves a second mention because of how much one-on-one 
time he has spent helping me understand neurology, as well as the unique aspects of 
Autism neurology. 
 
Eastside Autistic Adult Support Group (Co-Hosted by Sue Golubock & Tara 
Marshall; room and refreshments paid for by the Autism Society of Greater Phoenix) 

The first place I went to gain wisdom, insight and support about myself from people with 
my atypical neurology and experiences. 
 
Len & Sharon Griffin (Pastors, Covenant of Grace) 

Technically speaking, they actually qualify as pre-diagnosis supporters as well, but I 
had left Covenant of Grace to work with refugees that were receiving assistance there 
before moving to a different part of town.  I returned to COG about 8 months after 
receiving my diagnosis.  They both fully supported my efforts to minister to the Autism 
community immediately after I told them about my diagnosis. 
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Wayne Powell (Elder, Covenant of Grace Christian Fellowship and personal 
confidante) 
 
Members of Covenant of Grace Christian Fellowship 

Even though they know about my diagnosis, and do act like my diagnosis from time to 
time, they still treat me like I am “normal.”  They also take the time to let me explain 
what Autism is, as well as show up to my conferences and seminars. 
 
Beth Koval, RN, BSN (Psychiatric RN, former Singles Director at the church we first 
met at, former facilitator of New Wine and personal confidante) 

Last, but not the least, of my critiquers getting double acknowledgement.  Technically 
speaking, she too actually qualifies as pre-diagnosis supporter as well.  No one, except 
for my relatives, has had a longer on going impact on my life than Beth. 

 


